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RIFAJ is almost nine years old and we are happy to say that we have reached
the 17th volume. In all these years, logic has always been present, indirectly or
directly, throughout all of the issues we have published so far: either hidden in
the formalisms of some paper on philosophy of language, or out in the open,
in an article on artificial intelligence or on modality. Logic, with its careful argumentation and its praise of rigor, is at the very centre of the analytic method
that we endorse in philosophy and that we are trying to advertise through this
journal.
However, we had not yet granted logic an issue of its own. This is where the
idea for this volume comes in. We have gathered new and old articles, along
with interviews and reports about topics on logic, broadly conceived. In this issue, we cover a vast array of arguments, from truth and paradoxes to modality
and computability. The issue is divided into sections: there is a first section for
interviews, reports and book reviews, then one for articles on logic and, lastly,
one for articles on other related topics.
Given the positive feedback we have received in response to our call for papers, some new articles are yet to be peer-reviewed. We have therefore decided
to extend the topic of this issue into the next one, which will once again generally cover logical issues. So, please do keep sending us more articles on logic, for
the next issue!
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